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Budget management is internal and external links , which enables enterprises to
see the opportunities and risks associated with the front and to guide the operation ,
but the current economic crisis caused by the subprime lending of United States
led to large-scale business failures ,from witch we can find out that the budget
management system was frustration and failure before the "storm". But look at our
enterprise, although the budget continue to be prepared for the Bureaucratic system
of organization, we abandoned the yoke of budget control and actually use beyond
budgeting principles of adaptive management so that our enterprise are still running
efficiently and have a healthy cash flow before the crisis . This shows that even the
two stages of beyond budgeting (adaptive management process and the radical
devolution) works separate will be able to generate huge benefits, if they are
together, no doubt will be a powerful non-bureaucratic leadership concept and
efficient operation of the organization, which is very lacking in the current practice
of enterprises (especially Chinese enterprises) .
Therefore, in this article I will base on the beyond budgeting of adapted to the
Organization, and reference to beyond budgeting management of the research results
to study the beyond budgeting under the complex environment of enterprise. This
paper research the application of beyond budgeting based on the main form of
organization - module organizations in the 21st century, establish an theoretical
framework of beyond budgeting management and realization model from the
perspective of innovation and adaptation ,in order to provide a theoretical basis and
practical method for the beyond budgeting management’s further research. The
main research contents are as follows:
1, From the development law of the budget management innovative as well as
relationship between modules organizations and beyond budgeting, come to that the
beyond budgeting is to adapt to modular organization under the knowledge
economy environment .
2, In this paper, according to the coordination characteristics of module














function in the module organizations in order to better meet the governance needs of
organizations so that the external service ideal of beyond budgeting is come into. It
is explained about the concept of the model, the basic ideas and the functions on the
theoretical aspects. Comparison with the current model of the beyond budgeting
management, the model of the external service beyond budgeting management in
this paper has strong adaptability, and is able to resolve the difficulties of
organization faced such as "value deviation " etc. in the module organizations .
3, Under the external service theoretical framework, it is described about the
process and process graph of building a external service beyond budgeting
management system on the basis of the module organization. It is indicated that the
implement premise is to build the confidence corporation culture, the open and
timely information system, and the implement protection is to integrated use the
management tools.
4, Propose the improvement program about the A company's budget
management system. According to research needs, the A company's system budget
management practices have been studied. After analyzing the status of its budget
management and summing up the budget management inadequate, propose the
improvement program about the A company's budget management system on the
basis of external service beyond budgeting in this paper that further prove the
significance of this study.
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